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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was to explore temporal and phasic waveform patterns within 

kinematic data, obtained from forward skating strides, pre-post skate treadmill training in youth 

(U-11), male hockey players to investigate changes in kinematics. Continuous joint angle (deg) 

and angular velocity (deg/s) stride data for the trunk, hip, and knee were determined, time 

normalized, and averaged. PCA results suggested that most of the pre-post variance in skating 

mechanics could be explained through an increase in joint angle (deg) and angular velocity 

(deg/s) magnitudes during the propulsive and recovery phases of the stride cycle. Single 

component reconstruction (SCR) facilitated visual representation and interpretation of kinematic 

differences by isolating variances within each principal component and reconstructing lower (5th 

percentile) and upper (95th percentile) waveforms based on the respective scalar weight factor of 

PC scores. Post-training, SCR suggested patterns of increased trunk extension throughout the 

stride cycle, increased hip and knee extension during propulsion, and increased hip and knee 

flexion during recovery. Statistical parametric mapping (SPM) statistically analysed continuous 

data points across two waveforms. SPM revealed significant differences in pre-post trunk flexion 

and extension magnitudes from the early glide phase to propulsion onset ([p=0.0023], ~0-20% 

stride cycle) and from late propulsion to weight acceptance ([p=0.0001], ~40-80% stride cycle). 

Differences in pre-post hip and knee measures were non-significant (p>0.05). PCA, SCR and 

SPM analyses have the potential to contribute to our understanding of biomechanical training 

adaptations in stride mechanics in youth ice hockey players.  
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Glossary of Terms  

KVEL: Knee Angular Velocity 

 - Calculated as the change in knee angle over the change in time (deg/s). 

 

HVEL: Hip Angular Velocity 

 - Calculated as the change in hip angle over the change in time (deg/s). 

 

FPS: Frames Per Second 

 - The number of individual “frames” or “photos” constituting one second of video capture. 

 

PCA: Principal Component Analysis 

 - A multivariate statistical technique for data interpretation to reduce the dimensionality of a 

specific dataset and provide an objective characterization of waveforms based on principal 

components, explained variances, and principal component (PC) scores.    

 

PC: Principal Component 

 - A linear combination uncorrelated and transformed datapoints creating a vector. Also referred 

to as an “eigenvector”. 

 

Eigenvalue 

 - The partial explained variance of a particular principal component. The sum of eigenvalues for 

each PC within a PCA sum to 100% explained variance.  

 

PC Scores 

 - Individual transformed observation points constituting a single PC. 

 

SCR: Single Component Reconstruction 

 - A waveform interpretation approach that isolates the variance captured by the PC to obtain 5th 

and 95th percentile waveforms that only include the contribution of that select PC. 

 

SPM: Statistical Parametric Mapping 

 - A statistical process of analyzing multidimensional data through t or F test statistical 

procedures between continuous datapoints in a waveform. SPM calculates the number of data 

points that are above the statistical threshold to provide a “map” of significant and non-

significant differences between two waveform datapoints at the same location.  
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

Forward skating is a fundamental skill inherent to performance in the sport of ice hockey. 

A forward skating stride is biphasic; consisting of a support and a swing phase characterised by 

cyclical patterns of coordinated anterior flexion and posterior extension of the lower limbs to 

achieve forward motion (Pearsall et al., 2000). The support phase can be further subdivided into 

a glide phase and a propulsion phase, where the glide phase can be identified as forward motion 

exhibited without an applied force, and the propulsion phase can be identified as forward motion 

achieved by means of coordinated posterior force application through abduction and extension of 

the hip and knee. Following maximal extension, the swing phase, also referred to as the recovery 

phase, can be characterised by anterior flexion of the hip and knee to the moment of skate 

contact with the ice and weight acceptance (Pearsall et al., 2000). 

Research investigating stride mechanics has detailed kinematic profiles of forward 

skating across different calibres of skaters (McCaw and Hoshizaki, 1987; McPherson, Wrigley, 

and Montelpare, 2004; Renaud et al., 2017; Robbins et al., 2018; Upjohn et al., 2008) and across 

different skating speeds (Chang et al., 2009; Hellyer et al., 2016; Marino, 1977), to better 

understand how linear and angular movement of joint segments influence skating efficiency and 

ultimately, on-ice performance. Results of these studies have suggested that among high and low 

calibre skaters, high calibre skaters demonstrated an increase in magnitude of hip and knee 

flexion at weight acceptance, an increase in magnitude of hip and knee extension at toe-off, and a 

faster rate of joint movement within each phase (McCaw and Hoshizaki, 1987; Robbins et al., 

2018; Upjohn et al., 2008). When comparing joint kinematics at different skating speeds, faster 

speeds can be achieved by exhibiting greater ranges of hip and knee joint flexion/extension, and 

faster rates of concentric hip flexion and eccentric knee extension (Chang et al., 2009; Hellyer et 

al., 2016). As such, faster skaters demonstrated greater potential for muscular loading during the 

initial glide phase and thus, a greater capacity for force production during the propulsion phase. 

Therefore, when training a forward skating stride, it is recommended that the skater adopt a 

flexed position at the hip and knee prior to propulsion, a more extended position at the hip and 

knee during toe-off, and faster anterior flexion of the hip and knee during recovery. 
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Skating treadmills are currently used as an off-ice training tool to assess and train stride 

mechanics in a controlled environment. Combinations of speed and incline elicit different 

biomechanical responses and furthermore, act as a means of loading training intensity to produce 

adaptations. Specifically, Dreger (1997) has suggested that utilizing varying combinations of 

speed and incline on a skating treadmill can elicit an overload on lower body musculature to 

improve the speed of flexion and extension during the recovery and propulsion phases of a 

skating stride respectively.  

Skating treadmills have also been used as a research device to simulate skating 

mechanics in a controlled laboratory environment. Lockwood and Frost (2007) was one of the 

first studies to investigate habituation to skating on a skating treadmill in youth hockey players, 

revealing that the athletes became comfortable skating on a simulated training device within 

minutes of initial exposure. Following habituation, adaptations to the training stimulus were 

characterised by a decrease in stride frequency, an increase in stride length, and changes in trunk, 

hip, and knee angles when skating at a constant speed. Athletes demonstrated a more upright 

posture, an increase in hip flexion at weight acceptance, and a slight increase in knee extension at 

toe-off (Lockwood and Frost, 2007). Further research using skating treadmills have investigated 

lower-limb kinematics in high and low calibre skaters while skating at constant treadmill speeds 

(Upjohn et al., 2008) and the relationship between lower body kinematics and surface 

electromyography across different treadmill speeds (Chang et al., 2009). More recently, skate 

treadmills have also been used in research as a tool to investigate the influence of skate design on 

skating technique (Hellyer et al., 2016). 

The biomechanics of a skating stride have been traditionally analyzed by defining and 

extracting data associated with discrete event points (Chang et al., 2009; Hellyer et al., 2016; 

Lockwood and Frost, 2007; Marino, 1977; McCaw and Hoshizaki, 1987; Renaud et al., 2017; 

Upjohn et al., 2008). Event points are characterized by specific peaks where joint segments are 

fully flexed or extended during the skating cycle. Kinematic data at these specific event points 

are often used for comparative purposes across cohorts, across different speeds or pre-post 

training interventions. Although useful, a limitation associated with extracting data from event 

points is potentially neglecting meaningful temporal information between discrete points 

(Deluzio and Astephen, 2007).  
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical tool developed as an alternative 

method of analysis and interpretation that reduces the dimensionality of datasets into a series of 

orthogonal patterns of variance, identified as eigenvectors or principal components (PCs) 

(Robertson et al., 2014). Each PC has an associated eigenvalue, identified as a measure of 

variation that is ranked based upon the percentage of explained variance. PCs describe the 

maximal amount of variance within the dataset using the fewest number of parameters and 

provides a visual representation of select waveform features for interpretation (Brandon et al., 

2013). The application of PCA to skating mechanics has recently been used by Robbins et al. 

(2018) to compare lower body joint angles of high and low calibre hockey players during full 

stride skating. Results revealed that, most of the variance between high and low calibre skaters 

could be explained through changes in the magnitude of joint angles demonstrated by greater 

ankle inversion during push-off and recovery, greater knee extension and external rotation at 

push-off, and greater hip flexion throughout stride (Robbins et al., 2018). 

In summary, biomechanical research conducted on skating mechanics has been 

traditionally specific to a select cohort, specific to a select skill level, and is predominantly 

analyzed by extracting data associated with discrete event points. Although PCAs have been 

recently completed within skating research (Mazurek et al., 2020, Robbins et al., 2018), using 

PCA to investigate differences in waveform kinematics to quantify the effects of training in 

youth skaters has not been explored. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to conduct a 

principal component analysis (PCA) on kinematic data, obtained from forward skating strides, 

pre-post skate treadmill training in youth (U-11), male hockey players to investigate changes in 

kinematics.  
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Forward Skating Mechanics  

Advances in technology and scientific methodology have permitted researchers to 

investigate ice hockey skating mechanics, allowing for a better understanding of how the human 

body moves throughout the various aspects of the game. Pearsall, Turcotte, and Murphy (2000) 

outlined that fundamentally, a skating stride involves two phases: a support and swing phase. 

Each phase coincides with either single leg or double leg support. Single support generally 

comprises 80% of the hockey stride whereas double support comprises the remaining 20%. The 

support phase can be subdivided into glide and push-off. Following touch down of the skate and 

subsequent weight acceptance, push-off initiates during double leg support. While the supporting 

leg is gliding, the contralateral hip begins to externally rotate while both the hip and knee 

posteriorly extend to propel the athlete forward. Terminal propulsion is characterised by toe-off 

when the athletes’ leg has reached full extension and the skate is no longer in contact with the 

ice. Following toe-off, the swing or recovery phase occurs, characterised by hip internal rotation 

and hip and knee flexion while the ankle dorsiflexes to prepare for contact. 

Outcome measures such as stride length and stride frequency have been used as measures 

to help explain and understand linear speed. Although the definitions and calculations of such 

measures are inconsistent within the literature due to technology or lack thereof, there is a 

general foundational understanding of both. Stride length is typically identified as the difference 

in distance of a foot from the beginning of a stride (generally touch down or weight acceptance) 

to the end of a stride (generally toe-off), or the maximal distance between contralateral feet at a 

given point in time. Stride frequency can be identified as the number of successive strides of a 

single leg or both legs over a period of time.  

The literature has predominetly investigated young (aproximently17-23 years of age), 

male, CIS/Junior level athletes, presenting an in-depth understanding of one specific 

demographic. However, this literature is limited in generalizability regarding other 

demographics. Ice hockey research has compared skating kinematics across various skill levels 

and skating speeds to understand the influence of stride mechanics on performance (Chang, 

Turcotte, and Pearsall, 2009; Marino, 1977; 1974; Marino and Drouin, 2000; McCaw and 
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Hoshizaki, 1987; Upjohn et al., 2008). Within the literature, there is a consensus that faster 

skating speeds are related to faster stride frequencies. Stride length, however, either increased 

(Chang et al., 2009; Marino, 1974; Upjohn et al., 2008) or remained the same (Marino, 1977; 

McCaw and Hoshizaki, 1987) when investigating stride mechanics at different skating speeds 

and calibre. Previous research has also highlighted that faster skaters demonstrated faster hip and 

knee angular velocities (Chang et al., 2009; Marino, 1977; McCaw and Hoshizaki, 1987; Upjohn 

et al., 2008) with contrasting results either supporting (Marino, 1977; McCaw and Hoshizaki, 

1987; Upjohn et al., 2008) or refuting (Chang et al., 2009) significant changes in hip and knee 

ranges of motion. Supplemental to skating kinematic research, Marino and Drouin (2000) 

compared the skating kinematics of elite and novice hockey skaters under fatigued and non-

fatigued conditions. Although elite skaters demonstrated more favourable skating mechanics, 

both groups demonstrated hindered performance through decreased stride length, skating 

velocity, range of motion, and angular velocities in the lower limbs under fatigued conditions.  

Although there are contrasting results found within the literature, data collection 

methodologies used in earlier research may have been limited to the accuracy of data collection 

and analysis methods, thus potentially compromising the accuracy of the resultant data. Current 

research comparing kinematics across calibre and skating speed has used more robust methods of 

motion capture and kinematic analysis. With that said, more recent research has agreed upon 

observing greater stride lengths, stride frequencies, and knee and hip angular velocities in higher 

calibre skaters and faster skating speeds (Chang et al., 2009; Upjohn et al., 2008) with the only 

contrasting results in changes of knee and hip ranges of motion (Chang et al., 2009).  

Due to the rigidity of the tendon guard on the posterior aspect of the hockey skate, boot 

design research has been conducted on tendon guard modifications to investigate how skaters 

can increase plantarflexion during the propulsion phase of a stride (Hellyer et al., 2016; Robert-

Lachaine et al., 2012). The purpose of the investigation by Hellyer et al. (2016) was to 

investigate the differences in lower body kinematics between two skate designs – a traditional 

tendon guard and a modified tendon guard that enabled increased plantar flexion. The authors 

investigated ankle plantar flexion and associated angular velocities as well as hip extension and 

extension angular velocity, stride length and stride frequency in elite male skaters. The 

participants skated at 5 self selected treadmill speeds (8mph, 11 mph, 14mph, 15 mph and 18 
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mph) and had to maintain stride for 20 seconds. Athletes were given a two-minute rest period 

between trials and repeated the same procedure with the modified skate. The flexible rear tendon 

guard permitted skaters to exhibit more plantarflexion, hip extension, and associated angular 

velocities compared to the rigid tendon guard. At faster skating speeds the authors also identified 

greater knee/hip extension and associated velocities as well as longer stride length and faster 

stride frequencies. 

Lafontaine and Lamontagne (2003) developed and validated a mobile 3D video motion 

capture system to collect kinematic data of lower body joints over consecutive push-offs during 

bouts of linear skating. The author’s fixed high-speed video cameras (JC Labs, HSC-250, 

Mountain View, CA, USA) and video cassette recorders (JC Labs HSR 200, Mountain View, 

CA, USA) to a moving camera cart, attached to guide rails. Initial kinematic analyses of video 

data were conducted using a movement analysis system (Ariel Performance Analysis System, 

[APAS]). Successive studies utilizing this motion capture system analyzed knee and ankle 

kinematics throughout a forward skating stride (Lafontaine, 2007; Lafontaine and Lamontagne, 

2004). Over fifteen consecutive starts, joint angles of the knee and ankle were collected at touch 

down and toe-off and ranges of motion were calculated. As players progressed from consecutive 

strides, greater knee flexion was seen during initial contact, and greater knee extension upon 

terminal push off.  

Linear skating may be generally categorized into acceleration and steady state. Research 

has investigated the first 2-8 steps of a skating start to better understand the kinematics of the 

accelerative stages of a skating stride (McPherson et al., 2004; Renaud et al., 2017; Shell et al., 

2017). Shell et al. (2017) performed a kinematic 3D analysis comparing and evaluating linear 

skating starts in elite male and female skaters. The authors performed on-ice motion capture 

using an 18-camera set up to capture full body kinematics. The participants were asked to 

execute 5 bouts of maximal skating from blue line to blue line (15m). Over this distance, the 

authors collected seven skating strides. Renaud et al. (2017) completed a similar study to 

investigate the kinematics in hockey starts between skill levels. The authors investigated lower 

body kinematic differences in seven high calibre, and eight low calibre skaters over the first four 

steps of a skating start. Both studies measured and analyzed skating velocity, acceleration, stride 

frequency, stride length, hip flexion and extension, hip abduction and adduction, hip internal and 
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external rotation, and knee flexion and extension angles. Findings from Shell et al. (2017) and 

Renaud et al. (2017) both highlighted that skaters with faster accelerations demonstrated faster 

stride frequencies with greater knee flexion values upon weight acceptance and greater knee 

extension values during propulsion. Also, faster skaters demonstrated more externally rotated 

and abducted hips upon propulsion. Within a younger cohort, McPherson et al. (2004) 

investigated the first five strides in 30, ten-year-old male skaters over an 18m maximal 

acceleration test. The authors measured variables at critical event frames defined by push-off 

(first visible frame that the trailing skate blade left the ice) and touch-down (the first visible 

frame that the leading skate blade made contact with the ice). Skating trials were filmed using 

two cameras, the film was manually digitized, and data was combined using a direct linear 

transform to render computer generated three-dimensional images. Joint angles, joint ROM, 

stride rate, and stride length were among the variables of interest. As strides progressed, hip 

angle at push-off decreased and knee angle at push-off increased, both hip and knee angles at 

touchdown decreased, and stride length increased. The authors also concluded that knee angles at 

push-off, hip and knee angles at touchdown, and knee ROM were positively correlated with time 

to skate 6 meters and stride length was negatively correlated. When correlated with average 

skating velocity, hip and knee ROM and knee angle at touchdown were negatively correlated 

whereas stride length was positively correlated (McPherson et al., 2004).  

With a specific focus on acceleration kinematics, Budarick et al. (2018) investigated the 

biomechanical transition from the acceleration phase skating to steady state skating. Using nine 

high calibre male skaters and ten female skaters, the authors had the participants perform an 

acceleration skating task and a steady state skating task to perform a biomechanical comparison. 

The acceleration data (seven steps over a 15m sprint) was used from Shell et al. (2017) and the 

steady state skating task collected kinematic data from 19-34 meters. Results from this study 

suggest that male skaters achieved faster peak skating speed at 34 m, as well as greater hip 

abduction and greater knee flexion compared to females.  The authors suggest that a greater hip-

knee push-off range of motion largely contributed to the faster skating speeds. The transition 

from acceleration to steady state mechanics was highlighted at approximately the third stride as 

differences were noted in acceleration and step width. Results from Buckeridge et al. (2015) 

suggest that greater hip abduction range of motion and velocities occurred during propulsion in 
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steady state whereas greater hip extension occurred during acceleration. However, during 

acceleration, the knee was less extended during propulsion, resulting in less range of motion 

compared to steady state. At steady state skating velocity, Robbins et al. (2018) compared lower 

body kinematics of eight high and eight low calibre male skaters. Results from Robbins et al. 

(2018) coincide with findings from Budarick et al. (2018) and Buckeridge et al. (2015) such that 

faster skaters demonstrated greater knee extension and external rotation during push-off and 

greater hip flexion throughout the stride.  

Although the structure of skates may vary across different types of skating sports, the 

underlying stride mechanics may share similarities throughout linear skating. With respect to 

speed skating, de Boer et al. (1986) performed a kinematic analysis on stride mechanics in elite 

and intermediate level speed skaters to measure the effectiveness of speed skater push off power 

production. The authors measured stride rate along with push off angle of the ankle and knee and 

associated angular velocities and stride rate. Skaters within each group performed three laps 

around a 400m speed skating track and were filmed sequentially during each lap. Contrary to ice 

hockey research, there were no differences in stride frequency between elite and novice skaters, 

however, elite skaters demonstrated faster angular velocities of the knee during extension. 

Sandbakk et al. (2011) performed a kinematic stride analysis on simulated roller ski skating with 

varying speeds and inclines to analyze gross work rate efficiency in seven elite male cross-

country skiers. The athletes performed six 5-minute sessions of submaximal roller ski skating on 

a specialized treadmill to determine work rate across different speeds and slopes. At steeper 

inclines, participants demonstrated faster stride rates and a longer propulsive phase. Findings 

from this research coincide with the resultant changes in stride mechanics of runners when 

running on an incline, suggesting that skaters on an incline may demonstrate similar acute 

mechanical adaptations.   

2.2 Training Modalities for Skating  

Speed training in the sport of ice hockey may focus on three components: acceleration, 

maximal velocity, and speed endurance (Schweigert and Frappier, 2002). The ability to 

effectively accelerate is a distinct skill requiring an optimal increase in both stride length and 

stride frequency (Schweigert and Frappier, 2002) that may be trained through sprint and maximal 
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speed training. Bompa and Buzzichelli (2018) identified that sprint training (30m) at a high 

intensity (95-100% maximum effort) utilizes the anaerobic, alactic system and requires 1-4 

minutes of rest between repetitions. This methodology is commonly used in hill sprinting or light 

sled towing. Maximal speed training (40-80m) (90-100% maximal effort) utilizes the anaerobic 

system and requires 3-8 minutes of rest in between repetitions and targets anaerobic endurance, 

preceding aerobic power. 

Research has shown that off ice performance variables such as horizontal leg power, 

specifically during off ice sprinting, is a significant predictor of on ice skating speed (Behm et 

al., 2005; Farlinger and Fowles, 2008) highlighting one aspect of off ice training that should be 

considered when developing skating speed. Kinnunen et al. (2019) investigated the effect of 

short-term, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) on neuromuscular adaptations associated with 

on ice skating speed and acceleration. The training methodologies consisted of 30 second all-out 

sprints on a hill with an incline of 9.5 degrees. Six sprints in total were performed in a session 

and 4-minute rest periods were given between each bout. After the training period, no changes 

were observed during maximal voluntary contractions (MVC) or during on ice performance, 

however, significant changes occurred in neuromuscular testing, jump testing, and rate of force 

development (p<0,05). Although these results do not demonstrate a transfer effect of incline 

HIIT to on ice performance, they suggest that HIIT may be a valuable off ice training 

methodology when combined with other training modalities. Sled-towing may be implemented 

as an alternative form of HIIT to train horizontal leg power. When programmed properly, sled 

towing may target the musculature used when skating, as well as developing anaerobic and 

aerobic conditioning, potentially translating to on ice skating speed (Pollitt, 2003). 

Supplementary to HIIT, the combined and independent effect of various training methodologies 

have been investigated in hockey players (Dæhlin et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2014). Complex 

training programs that incorporate off ice (weight and plyometric training) and on ice (skating 

drills) have demonstrated significant improvements in on ice speed and agility (p<0.05) 

compared to only on ice training (Lee et al., 2014). Without on ice training, training programs 

that incorporate strength and plyometric modalities have been shown to elicit improvements in 

10m on ice sprint performance compared to strength training alone (Dæhlin et al., 2017). 
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On-ice sled towing can be considered as a viable option to incorporate off ice training 

concepts to optimize speed in skaters while training sport specific movements (Matthews, 

Comfort, and Crebin, 2010). After performing various 10 second heavy resisted sprints on ice 

(using other players as resistance), 25m sprint performance significantly (p<0.05) improved 

compared to a control condition that did not implement a preload exercise. This investigation by 

Matthews, Comfort, and Crebin, (2010) demonstrates one aspect of on-ice training that may be 

specifically suited to hockey players, however, these changes in sprint performance were acute, 

as the long-term training adaptations were not investigated. Developments in training technology 

have permitted other forms of specific-type training for hockey, for example, Janot et al. (2013) 

performed a similar study investigating on-ice Bungee Skate training on skating speed and 

acceleration in youth. Pre and post-testing consisted of a 44.8-m speed test, a 6.1-m acceleration 

test, and a 15.2-m full speed test. After the training period, the authors suggested that 8 sessions 

of Bungee Skate training resulted in significant improvements in full speed assessment times and 

nonsignificant improvements in acceleration assessment times suggesting that there may be a 

long-term training adaptation, as a result of on ice towing.  

2.2.1 Skating Treadmills as an Alternative Training and Research Device 

Skating treadmills were first commercialized by James Lepine and John Frappier (1995) 

as a training device for coaches to teach and train sport-specific skating mechanics while 

simulating the on-ice demands of skating in a controlled environment. Skating treadmills permit 

controlled changes in incline and/or speed allowing coaches to train specific components of a 

skating stride while also focusing on the conditioning aspects of skating. As a training device, it 

has been suggested by Dreger (1997) that in theory, increasing treadmill speed will train the 

athlete to increase stride length to adapt to the speed of the treadmill. Also, increasing the incline 

of the treadmill could be used to improve the recovery speed of the knee during the swing phase 

of the stride. When used effectively in combination, speed and incline can be used to train the 

accelerative and steady state aspects of skating, although there is limited research to speak to 

these changes.  

Similar to other training devices, a skating treadmill may require a period of 

familiarization before training. It has been suggested by Lockwood and Frost (2007) that prior 
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exposure is required to familiarize athletes with the treadmill before training to ensure 

performance will accurately reflect the skaters’ ability. Lockwood and Frost (2007) performed a 

study investigating the habituation of seven, 10-year-old skaters to the skating treadmill by 

performing a physiological and kinematic analysis. Sessions consisted of four 1-min skating 

bouts at progressively increasing speeds, once a week, for 6 weeks. Predictors of habituation 

consisted of a decreased stride rate, heart rate and rating of perceived exertion, and an increase in 

stride length, trunk angle, and vertical movement of the centre of mass. The authors concluded 

that some measures of habituation to the skating treadmill occurred within one skating session 

followed by training adaptations. Such training adaptations can be identified, in part, as a 

decrease in stride frequency and a longer stride length when skating at the same speed. 

Furthermore, it was suggested that adaptations in stride frequency may be caused by greater 

flexion of the knee upon recovery, thus extending push off and creating more force per stride and 

fewer strides (Lockwood and Frost, 2007). Exposure to treadmill skating elicited a longer stride 

length, decreased stride frequency, and a decrease in heart rate in participants, indicative of a 

more efficient stride. 

Research has investigated and compared physiological (Hinrichs, 1994; Nobes et al., 

2003) and biomechanical (Turcotte et al., 2004) measures in athletes while skating on ice and a 

skating treadmill. An underlying commonality within these studies is reflected in the investigated 

cohort. Most participants are high calibre, male hockey players providing a broad understanding 

of this specific cohort, however, this may be a limitation of the current research as investigations 

of other populations are limited. Nobes et al. (2003) investigated the skating economy and 

maximal oxygen uptake (VO2) between an oval skating track and skating treadmill conditions in 

varsity hockey players. Physiological and mechanical variables consisted of oxygen expenditure, 

heart rate, stride rate, and stride length. The participants performed three bouts of skating for 4 

minutes at three velocities (18, 20, and 22 km/h) followed by a VO2 max test starting at 24 km/h. 

Oxygen expenditure was significantly lower on the treadmill, the average VO2 max was similar, 

and both heart rate and stride rate were significantly higher on the skating treadmill compared to 

ice. The results of this investigation suggest that at submaximal skating velocities, VO2, HR, and 

stride rates are higher on the skating treadmill compared to on ice, however at VO2 max both 

conditions are similar. Hinrichs (1995) compared right leg EMG patterns in male ice hockey 
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players at three stride frequencies between skating treadmill and ice conditions. The author 

determined that similarities and differences in EMG patterns existed between conditions, 

however, it was identified that the differences occurred during the recovery of the stride and the 

similarities existed during the pushing phases. These results suggest that both skating conditions 

could be comparable. Turcotte et al. (2004) compared force profiles in skaters when skating on 

ice and on a treadmill. The authors found that when skating at similar speeds, varsity athletes 

demonstrated similar plantar force patters when skating on ice and a skating treadmill. The most 

significant difference was found in heel force upon initial heel strike where heel force patterns 

were 30% greater in treadmill skating compared to ice. Although limited by a specific participant 

demographic of age, sex, and ability, there is a consensus that when skating on a skating 

treadmill and ice there are physiological and biomechanical differences between the two skating 

conditions that should be considered when using the skating treadmill as a training/research 

device. However, the research suggested that skating treadmills could be used as an effective tool 

to simulate ice skating conditions (Hinrichs, 1994; Nobes et al., 2003; Turcotte et al., 2004). The 

controlled environment and similar physiological and biomechanical skating conditions have 

permitted researchers to perform kinematic analyses using the skating treadmill as a device to 

simulate skating mechanics. (Hellyer et al., 2016; Upjohn et al., 2008). 

2.3 Motion Analysis 

 Biomechanical analyses have used 2-dimensional video and 3-dimensional motion 

capture to identify and quantify components of skating mechanics. Earlier research has used 2- 

dimensional (2D) video as a means of investigating stride length, stride frequency, and joint 

angles (Marino, 1977; McCaw and Hoshizaki, 1987) through recording skating tasks, digitizing 

video, and manually analyzing the desired kinematic variables. Technology has advanced such 

that more recent literature has explored kinematic variables using 2D video analysis using 

motion analysis software to identify the same biomechanical components without the tediousness 

of digitization (Hellyer et al., 2016; Padulo et al., 2012). Hellyer et al. (2016) recorded the right 

side of skaters using three cameras: a camera filming in the sagittal plane, a camera filming in 

the frontal plane, and a third camera placed posterolaterally from the right leg. Dartfish v6 

(Dartfish, 2014) angle tool was used to measure joint angles of the skater from video recordings. 

Joint angles were analyzed at two positions during the stride: weight acceptance and propulsion. 
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The authors identified weight acceptance as the first contact of the heel with the treadmill and 

propulsion as the last moment of toe contact with the treadmill. Ankle dorsiflexion, knee flexion, 

hip flexion, hip adduction, hip abduction, and hip add1uction were measured at weight 

acceptance. Ankle plantar-flexion, knee flexion, hip flexion, and hip abduction were measured at 

propulsion. Range of motion was calculated by subtracting the maximal angle during weight 

acceptance by the maximal value of the same leg at propulsion. The authors calculated stride 

length by measuring the distance the skate blade travelled from weight acceptance to propulsion 

and stride frequency by calculating the total time the skate blade was in contact with the 

treadmill from weight acceptance to propulsion and dividing the number of strides by the 

calculated time. When analyzing running kinematics at various incline and speed combinations 

Padulo et al. (2012) used a single high-speed camera (210 fps) in the sagittal plane to record 

runners at varying slope-speed combinations and analyzed video recording using Dartfish 5.5Pro 

motion analyzing software (Dartfish, Fribourg, Switzerland). Stride length, stride frequency, 

contact time, and flight time were calculated using similar methodologies to Hellyer et al. 

(2016).  

Three-dimensional (3D) motion capture is the gold standard for kinematic analysis 

(Schurr et al., 2017), however, it is expensive, set up is time consuming, tedious, and accuracy 

may be compromised due to environmental factors during on-ice motion capture (Lafontaine and 

Lamontagne, 2003). A study conducted by Shurr et al. (2017) compared kinematic 

measurements of the trunk and lower extremity in frontal and sagittal planes between 2D video 

camera and 3D motion capture to determine the comparability between the two methods of 

motion analysis. Twenty-six active adults were required to perform three single leg squats with 

each leg in a randomized order. Three-dimensional recording was completed using Flock of 

Birds 6 degrees-of-freedom electromagnetic tracking system (Ascension Technology Inc., 

Burlington, VT, USA) sampling at 144 Hz and 2D recording was completed using three Canon 

Vixia HF R42 digital cameras (Canon USA, Inc., Melville, NY, USA), two recording the frontal 

plane and one recording the sagittal plane. Angles of the ankle, knee, hip, and trunk were 

analyzed for each of the trials. The authors concluded that 2D and 3D measures showed 

moderate to strong correlations of linear movement in the sagittal plane (r = 0.51–.093; p<0.05) 

with less accuracy when analyzing transverse plane rotations. Maykut et al. (2015) performed a 
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similar investigation comparing 2D and 3D motion analysis. The authors measured pelvic drop 

angle, peak hip adduction angle, and peak knee abduction angle, during midstance of running at 

a self-selected speed in male and female collegiate runners. Three-dimensional recordings were 

completed using 10 digital cameras (Eagle cameras; Motion Analysis Corporation), collected at 

240 Hz and Cortex software (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA). Video recordings 

for 2D analysis were completed using a single camera in the frontal plane and were assessed 

using Dartfish Motion Analysis Software (Dartfish, Fribourg, Switzerland). Twenty consecutive 

steps were used for both motion analyses, five trials were completed for 2D analysis and 30 trials 

for 3D analysis. The authors identified a moderate correlation in maximum left (0.539; p=0.007) 

and right (0.623; p=0.001) hip abduction angle in of male and female runners between 2D and 

3D analysis. Pelvic drop angle and peak knee abduction angle were not strongly correlated 

between 2D and 3D analysis. Based on research from Shurr et al. (2017) rotational and angular 

movements were not highly correlated between the two methods of analysis possibly impacting 

the results found in pelvic drop and knee abduction as both movements require rotation of the 

joint marker with minimal linear movement in the frontal plane.    

2.4 Principal Component Analysis 

Oftentimes, large datasets within the field of biomechanics are limited to parameter-based 

analyses that consist of a-priori selection of event points such as maxima and minima within a 

specific movement. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate statistical approach 

that reduces the dimensionality of large datasets to provide an objective characterization of 

waveform features that differ between participants (Brandon et al., 2013; Dona et al., 2009; 

Federolf et al., 2015; O’Connor et al., 2008). PCA extracts a number of correlated variable 

datapoints, and computes basis functions based on the variation explained within the data to 

determine a smaller number of uncorrelated independent variables called principal components 

(Robertson et al., 2013). Each principal component is a linear combination of the transformed 

datapoints that create a vector. The first principal component (PC) is the linear combination 

accounting for the maximum amount of variance within the dataset. The second PC is orthogonal 

to the first one and accounts for the maximal amount of the remaining variance (Dona et al., 

2009). Each successive PC is orthogonal to the previous PC and represents less variance within 

the dataset, therefore, PCs of lower order are often ignored because they account for so little 
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variance. Each PC consists of a set of PC scores – defined as individual transformed observation 

points constituting an entire PC, often used for statistical hypothesis testing (Robertson et al., 

2013), and an eigenvalue – defined as the percent of variance the PC explains. The first PC 

speaks to the highest percent of variance and each successive PC speaks to less of a percent of 

the variance, therefore, a PCA will often consist of the first 3-4 PCs that cumulatively speak to 

approximately 90-95%. The PCs that speak to the highest percentage of variance are often 

interpreted for data analysis and statistical hypothesis testing. Robertson et al. (2013) highlights 

that the three major strengths of PCA are that (1) each principal component is independent, (2) 

only a few PCs are required to adequately represent the data, and (3) PC scores can be used in 

downstream analyses as dependant variables in statistical hypothesis testing to determine 

differences between participants or groups by observing waveform shapes. 

2.4.1 Calculation of Principal Components  

Waveform data is formatted into an n X p matrix (X) where “n” represents rows in the 

matrix defined by a complete time-series waveform for each participant’s data, therefore the n of 

matrix X containing 10 participants would be n=10. “p” represents the number of timepoints 

within each waveform where each column would represent the same timepoint across all 

participants. The p of matrix X consisting of 100 timepoints would be p=100. Therefore, the 

hypothetical matrix X would consist of 10 participants’ waveforms, each 100 datapoints long. 

Principal component analysis is performed on the columns of matrix X for the correlated 

variables timepoints (p) observed for each subject (Robertson et al., 2013). 

The covariances of the values in matrix X are calculated and are represented by matrix S. 

To calculate the covariance, means are calculated for each column within the matrix, then the 

average squared distance is calculated between the mean value of each column and all timepoint 

values within the respective column (Robertson et al., 2013). Orthogonal decomposition is 

applied to the covariance matrix S to compute the PC covariance matrix D and orthogonal 

transformation is applied to Matrix D to realign the data into a new coordinate system defined as 

Matrix U (Robertson et al., 2013). Each column within Matrix U is defined as an Eigenvector, 

also termed as PC loading vectors – each PC loading vector represents a unique waveform that 

describes data characteristics (magnitude of peaks, steepness/shallowness of waveforms, timing 
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of peaks and valleys relative to percent of the waveform). The diagonal covariance within Matrix 

U are defined as eigenvalues representing the amount of variance associated with each PC 

(Robertson et al., 2013). Lastly, Matrix U is applied to the original data to remove the mean of 

Matrix X from the data to avoid ambiguity (Robertson et al., 2013), the result is matrix Z where 

each column is a principal component represented in order of descending variances explained. 

The points within each column are defined as PC-scores comprising each PC. Robertson et al. 

(2013) and Jackson (1991) highlight that when selecting the number of PCs to retain for analysis 

purposes, the cut-off of retained PCs should explain 90-95% of the variance. Following the 

calculation of PCs, PC loading vectors, PC scores, and eigenvalues are utilized for analysis. 

2.4.2 Interpretation of PCA 

Interpretation of PCA is often conducted through visual comparison of the shape of the 

PC loading vector and the differences between group waveforms (Deluzio et al., 1997). The two 

most common methods of interpretation are representative extremes interpretation and single 

component reconstruction (SCR) (Brandon et al., 2013). Representative extremes interpretation 

involves selection of raw waveforms often associated with the 5th and 95th percentiles of the PC 

scores of the PC of interest. The main difference between representative extremes and SCR is 

that SCR isolates the variance captured by the PC of interest by combining the upper and lower 

waveforms and the selected PC pattern of variance to obtain 5th and 95th percentile waveforms 

that only include the contribution of that select PC (Brandon et al., 2013). The characteristics of 

the 5th and 95th percentile waveforms can then be compared to the PC loading vector (average PC 

waveform) to help interpret the differences between the two variables of interest. Both 

representative extremes and SCR can be interpreted through three features of the waveforms:  

(1) A “magnitude” feature expressed by a vertical shift of synchronous waveforms either 

positively or negatively when compared with the PC loading vector. Multiple magnitude features 

may be present within a waveform displaying both positive and negative magnitude differences.  

(2) A “phase shift” feature is identified when the PC loading vector has a positive peak 

before, and negative peak after, the timing of the local peak in the mean data waveform. A phase 

shift feature cannot occur unless the loading vector crosses zero at the same instant as the peak in 

the mean waveform (Brandon et al., 2013). 
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(3) A “difference” feature expressed by a difference in relative direction of the peaks and 

valleys across waveforms. This pattern is characterised by a loading vector with a positive peak 

aligned with one local peak in the mean data waveform, and a negative peak aligned with a 

second peak in the mean data waveform (Brandon et al., 2013). 

2.4.3 Application of PCA 

Principal component analysis has been used throughout biomechanical research with 

most applications in gait analysis in clinical populations (Brandon et al., 2013; Deluzio et al., 

1997; Deluzio et al., 1999; Deluzio & Astephen, 2006; Federolf et al., 2013). Deluzio et al. 

(1997) compared knee joint kinetics and kinematics in asymptomatic (n=27), pre-op/post-op 

(n=13) elderly groups who suffered from osteoarthritis. The authors investigated three outcome 

variables (bone-on-bone forces, net reaction moments, and knee angles) in three anatomical axes 

(lateral-medial, posterior-anterior, and distal-proximal) to develop principal component models 

to simplify the assessment of patients’ gait relative to normal gait pattern. The authors collected 

gait data using optoelectronic motion tracking, radiographs, and force plates for each of the 

participants. Eight PCAs were completed in total, each outcome variable was analyzed in each 

anatomical axis (except the distal-proximal axis for the knee). Among the 8 principal component 

movements (PCM), 2-4 PCs were used, ranging from 66-96% of the variance explained. PCMs 

for pre/post-op were then compared to the normal PCM for analysis. The authors concluded that 

PCA assessed overall gait pattern in all groups that coincided with the clinical knee rating system 

scores while also providing information on the components and portions of gait that are affected 

that the knee rating system cannot identify. Subsequent studies by Deluzio et al. (1999) and 

Deluzio and Astephen (2006) also implemented PCA as a method to analyze waveform data 

within clinical elderly populations with knee osteoarthritis. The former study applied PCA 

analysis to determine a gait scoring metric to be used for assessment and the latter established 

gait measures to determine discriminatory ability to predict knee osteoarthritis. The authors 

determined that the amplitude of the flexion moment, the range of motion of the flexion angle, 

the magnitude of the flexion moment during early stance, and the magnitude of the adduction 

moment during stance were all differences between normal gait patterns and gait patterns of 

individuals with knee osteoarthritis.  
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Principal component analysis has been implemented as a method of analysis in athletic 

populations (Dona et al., 2009; Gløersen et al., 2018). Gløersen et al. (2018) investigated 

movement technique in 6 elite cross-country skiers on a simulated roller-skiing treadmill. The 

athletes were recorded for 12 consecutive strides at an incline of 4 degrees and 3 m/s using a 3D 

Qualisys motion analysis system consisting of nine cameras recording at a frame rate of 250 Hz. 

All of the participant data was scaled and pooled into a 123x123 data matrix to perform the PCA. 

From the matrix, principal movements were calculated representing multi-segment movement 

patterns and their corresponding variances for the postural movements. The authors determined 

that better ranked athletes coordinated hip flexion and pole push in phase, with center of mass 

movement to establish better timing throughout a stride. The authors also determined that the 

amplitude of sagittal-plane arm and pole movements and adduction of the hips, enable the better 

skiers to better align their skis during the gliding phase, thus improving efficiency by exhibiting 

less stride cycles at the same speed. Dona et al. (2009) investigated world class female and male 

racewalkers. The athletes were recorded using 8 motion analysis cameras filming at 100 Hz, each 

performing 20 race walking trials (one step each foot). The authors measured antero-posterior, 

medio-lateral and vertical ground reaction forces; hip, knee and ankle joint angles in the sagittal 

plane; hip, knee and ankle joint moments in the sagittal plane; hip, knee and ankle joint powers 

in the sagittal plane; pelvic tilt, pelvic obliquity and pelvic rotation angles. Functional principal 

component analysis was completed to determine any underlying functional relationship between 

any of the measured gait components. The authors concluded that functional principal 

component analysis improved the sensitivity to reveal improvements and differentiate gait 

“style”. This facilitated easier interpretation of the differences between participants by 

identifying phases of gait. Among the differences identified by functional PCA, flexion-

extension of the knee accounted for the most variance where athletes scoring higher flexed their 

knee more during a stride. In addition, higher scoring athletes maintained an extended knee 

during the first part of the stance phase and demonstrated a less extended knee during late swing.   

2.4.4 PCA in Hockey 

Within ice hockey research, most biomechanical research has implemented analyses 

using discrete event points (Buckeridge et al., 2015; Budarick et al., 2018; Chang et al., 2009; 

Hellyer et al., 2016; Lockwood and Frost, 2007; Marino, 1977; 1974; Marino and Drouin, 2000; 
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McCaw and Hoshizaki, 1987; McPherson et al., 2004; Shell et al., 2017; Turcotte et al., 2004; 

Upjohn et al., 2008). This knowledge has built an understanding of the underlying skating 

kinematics across particular points of a skating stride but may underrepresent the entirety of a 

skating stride waveform pattern. More recently, investigations by Robbins et al. (2018) and 

Mazurek et al. (2020) have utilized PCA to investigate skating strides in hockey players, both 

studies utilizing the same data. Robbins et al. (2018) investigated joint angle differences between 

high (n=8) and low (n=8) calibre athletes. The participants were fitted with markers and 

performed 5 trials of 19.5m skating sprints where data was collected after 6.1m of acceleration 

using 10 Vicon motion capture cameras filming at 240 Hz. Skating strides were time normalized 

to 101 data points. PCAs were completed for each angle (ankle, knee, hip) in each plane (sagittal, 

frontal, transverse) except for the knee (2 PCAs). Hierarchical linear models were used for 

statistical hypothesis testing, one model controlled for skating speed and one model did not. The 

authors concluded that the high calibre athletes demonstrated increased excursion from ankle 

dorsiflexion during glide to plantarflexion during push-off, increased ankle inversion at the end 

of push-off, increased knee extension and external rotation during push-off, increased hip flexion 

during glide, and faster movement from hip extension to flexion during recovery. Mazurek et al. 

(2020) analysed the same dataset, however, the authors performed PCA on continuous relative 

phase data of segment pairs (shank-sagittal/thigh-sagittal; shank-sagittal/thigh-frontal; foot-

sagittal/ shank-sagittal) to determine the difference in coordination between lower body 

segments of high and low calibre skaters. Similar to Robbins et al. (2018), hierarchical linear 

models were calculated for hypothesis testing. The authors concluded that high calibre players 

demonstrated more out of phase movement throughout the entire stride and through the glide and 

push off phases. High calibre skaters also demonstrated a delayed in-phase transition during the 

early recovery phase and remained out of phase for longer. Mazurek et al. (2020) concluded that 

more out of phase coordination demonstrated by high calibre skaters suggested that higher 

calibre skaters may be able to adjust to disturbances easier, demonstrating higher stride 

adaptability.  

2.5 Statistical Parametric Mapping 

Statistical parametric mapping (SPM) is a data analysis method originally developed to 

analyze continuous data of cerebral blood flow in 3D fMRI images (Friston et al., 1991) but has 
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since been adopted in biomechanical research to perform statistical significance testing on 

continuous waveform data without extracting summary metrics from isolated event points across 

a continuum (Friston et al., 2008; Pataky, 2012; 2010; 2008). Pataky (2010) highlighted that the 

mathematical characteristics of biomechanical data (spatiotemporal smoothness within regular 

discrete bounds) provide a statistically non-trivial smooth scalar (or vector) field bounded by 

anatomy and temporal events, allowing for an accurate analysis. 

Mathematically, any linear parametric statistical tests can be implemented using a mass-

univariate general linear model (GLM) (Friston et al., 1995) highlighting that SPM may used to 

analyze multidimensional data through t or F test statistical procedures. The t and F statistics are 

termed “SPM{t}” and “SPM{F}” and are known as parametric maps because of the means and 

variances of the data projected on a node-by-node map throughout the waveform. The 

procedures to establish parametric maps rely on random field theory (RFT) that estimates the 

smoothness of the data, inputs the smoothness values into the RFT equation to determine the 

Euler Characteristic (EC) (Pataky, 2012). The EC determines the number of data points that are 

above the statistical threshold (Brett et al., 2003). This allows the calculation of the threshold at 

which 5% of equivalent statistical maps are expected to contain at least one area above threshold 

(Brett et al., 2003). 

For one-dimensional statistical parametric maps, the statistical test employs a classical 

height-threshold cluster-breadth procedure where significance is identified by a height and data 

cluster breadth threshold on the waveform (Friston et al., 1994). This produces a single p-value 

for each suprathreshold cluster that may be interpreted as the probability with which the 

observed suprathreshold cluster could have resulted from a smooth random process (Pataky, 

2012). 

Pataky (2010) conducted SPM on various biomechanical data ranging in dimensionality. For 

the one-dimensional data analysis, the author investigated vertical ground reaction forces of 

plantar pressure in individuals walking at slow, medium, and fast speeds. Following SPM, the 

author determined that the vertical ground reaction force data was positively correlated with 

speed in early (0–30%) and late (75–100%) stance and were negatively correlated in mid (35–

70%) stance. Highlighting that plantar ground reaction forces in early and late stance phase 
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increased as speed increased and plantar ground reaction forces in mid stance decreased as speed 

increased. Pataky (2010) concluded that SPM is a useful tool for analyzing experimental and 1D 

biomechanical curves while avoiding potential problems associated with discrete point analyses.  

2.6 Purpose of Study 

The purpose of the study was to explore temporal and phasic waveform patterns within 

kinematic data, obtained from forward skating strides, pre-post skate treadmill training in youth 

(U-11), male hockey players to investigate changes in kinematics. Pre-trained was defined as 

having no prior skate treadmill training exposure and post-trained was defined as completed six, 

1-hour sessions of skating treadmill training over three weeks. 

The first null hypothesis stated that, there will be no significant difference in trunk angle 

(deg) phasic waveforms pre-post training. 

H0: TApre-training = TATpost-training 

The second null hypothesis stated that, there will be no significant difference in knee 

angle (deg) and knee angular velocity (deg/s) phasic waveforms pre-post training. 

H0: KApre-training = KApost-training 

H0: KVELpre-training = KVELpost-training 

The third null hypothesis stated that, there will be no significant difference in hip angle 

(deg) and hip angular velocity (deg/s) phasic waveforms pre-post training. 

H0: HApre-training = HApost-training  

H0: HVELpre-training = HVELpost-training 

2.7 Significance of Study 

The study has the potential to contribute to our understanding of the biomechanical 

differences in skating mechanics in youth skaters pre-post a 6-session skating treadmill training 

intervention. The current investigation may also inform researchers on the application, 
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interpretation, and analysis processes of PCA, SCR, and SPM as applied to temporal skating 

data.  
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CHAPTER III: METHODS 

3.1 Primary Investigation Methodology 

The current study accessed a biomechanical dataset collected pre-post a skate treadmill 

training intervention in male, youth (U-11) hockey players. The primary investigation, including 

the participants, training methodology, data collection, and processing are described in the 

following. 

3.1.1 Participants 

Twenty-three youth (U-11), male ice hockey players were recruited to participate in the 

study. Eligibility criteria consisted of the following: (i) currently training and/or competing  in 

the sport of ice hockey, (ii) no skating treadmill experience, (iii) self-report as healthy and injury 

free, (iv) and must play the position of forward or defence. Participants competed at the AE 

(n=3), BB (n=6), A (n=13), and AAA (n=1) levels. Participant characteristics and 

anthropometric measurements including age (years), height (cm), weight, (kg) and leg length 

(mm) are highlighted in Table 1. The primary investigation received ethical clearance from the 

Brock University Research Ethics Board [File # 19-037]. 

Table 1  

Participant Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean (± Standard Deviation) 

Age (years) 9.71 (± 0.46) 

Hockey Experience (years) 5.45 (±1.07) 

Height (cm) 142.67 (±6.76) 

Weight (kg) 36.31 (±6.54) 

 

3.1.2 Familiarization and Training  

A custom designed skating treadmill (1.8m by 2.0m), was used for training and data 

collection. Participants were familiarized to the skating treadmill prior to the beginning of the 

training. The familiarization session was 1 hour in duration and exposed the skaters to a variety 
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of skills and drills allowing the participants to become comfortable with skating on the skating 

treadmill. Six, 1-hour training sessions were scheduled, twice a week for three weeks. Sessions 

consisted of 10-16 forward skating drills, session-session intensity was increased through 

manipulation of skating treadmill incline and speed. Training was primarily focused on 

biomechanical training adaptations rather than physiological training adaptations.  

3.1.3 Data Collection 

Data was collected following a familiarization session, specifically during the 1st and 6th  

treadmill training sessions. Participants were video recorded for the duration of 15 consecutive 

strides using a lab designated iPhone 6s® (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA, USA) video camera (60 

frames per second). The device was mounted on a tripod 2.4m from the left edge of the skating 

surface and recorded the participant from a sagittal view. If the participant tripped or fell while 

completing a condition, they were provided with adequate rest and were permitted to re-attempt 

the skating condition. The treadmill incline (5 degrees) and speed (10 mph) used for data 

collection were selected based on age and ability of the cohort. This incline and speed were the 

same for the 1st and 6th data collection sessions and selected to maximize the participants’ stride 

length while allowing the participants to maintain a consistent stride without compromising 

mechanics. 

3.1.4 Video Processing  

Video files were coded and imported into wrnch™ motion analysis software (wrnch.ai, 

Montreal, QC) to be digitized using markerless joint skeletal tracking. WRNCH operates using a 

deep trained neuro network to estimate the location of joint centers based on existing knowledge 

of similar anthropometric models. Three-dimensional video coordinates were provided from 

wrnch™ motion analysis software to construct a three-dimensional, three-segment, sagittal plane 

model. Anatomical landmarks were tracked for 15 points to create a full body marker set. Four 

joint landmarks were analyzed in the sagittal plane (left shoulder, left hip, left knee, left ankle) to 

construct the three-segment model (shoulder-hip, hip-knee, knee-ankle) . Coordinate data from 

each condition were filtered via low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 15 Hz 

and processed via Python ™ version 3.7 (© 2019 Python Software Foundation) open-source 

software.  
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Weight acceptance occurred at the point of maximum knee flexion when the skate was in 

contact with the treadmill. Weight acceptance was determined by identifying the frame of 

maximal displacement of the left toe marker in the positive x-direction. Toe-off occurred at the 

point of peak posterior extension of the left leg when the toe of the skate leaves the treadmill and 

was determined by identifying the frame where the displacement of left toe marker changes from 

a negative direction in the y-axis in a positive direction.  

Trunk, hip, and knee angles were calculated considering distal and proximal joint 

coordinate data for each segment. Using joint coordinate data, custom Python™ code created a 

vector between each joint. Using the vectors, orientation using the dot and cross product method 

was used to calculate the angle (deg) between two vectors (Figure 1). 

• Trunk angles (deg) were calculated using shoulder (distal) to hip (proximal) vectors and 

an arbitrary horizontal vector at the hip marker, therefore trunk angles were relative to the 

horizontal vector.   

• Hip angles (deg) were calculated using shoulder (distal) to hip (proximal) vectors and hip 

(proximal) to knee (distal) vectors.  

• Knee angles (deg) were calculated using hip (distal) to knee (proximal) vectors and knee 

(proximal) to ankle (distal) vectors. 

3.2 Secondary Data Analysis  

 

3.2.1 Experimental Design  

De-identified, biomechanical data of forward skating strides from the primary 

investigation were used to conduct a PCA comparing kinematic data pre-post training. For the 

purpose of the study, pre-trained was defined as having no prior skate treadmill training exposure 

and post-trained was defined as completing six, 1-hour sessions of skating treadmill training over 

three weeks. The project received ethical clearance from the Brock University Research Ethics 

Board [File # 20-358]. 
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3.2.2 Data Analysis 

Discrete event points were used to situate the beginning and ending of stride cycles when 

isolating single stride waveforms and to facilitate waveform interpretation. A stride cycle was 

defined from the weight acceptance of the left foot to subsequent weight acceptance of the 

ipsilateral foot. A stride cycle was divided into two phasic components: the support and the 

swing phase. The support was defined by contact of the left skate with the skating treadmill, 

beginning at weight acceptance and ending at toe-off. The support phase was further subdivided 

in two subphases: glide and propulsion. The glide subphase is defined by contact of the skate 

with the skate treadmill without applied force, from weight acceptance to propulsion onset. 

Propulsion onset was defined by the change of direction from anterior flexion of the hip and knee 

to posterior extension of the hip and knee. The propulsion subphase was defined by contact of 

the skate with the skate treadmill with applied force, from propulsion onset to of toe-off. The 

swing phase or often referred to as recovery, was defined as anterior flexion of the hip and knee 

following toe off through to weight acceptance.  

Joint kinematic measures included the following variables: trunk angle (TA – deg), hip 

angle (HA – deg), knee angle (KA – deg), hip angular velocity (HVEL – deg/s) and knee angular 

velocity (KVEL – deg/s). Additional measures of hip and knee angular velocities (deg/s) were 

calculated by dividing the distance of joint angle movement from the time required to travel the 

respective distances. 
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Figure 1. 

Representation of Markerless Joint Location and Marker-Marker Vectors with Associated Joint 

Angles  

 

3.2.3 Principal Component Analysis 

For each participant (n=23), waveforms of 10 consecutive strides for each joint measure 

(n=5), pre-post training were imported into a Microsoft Excel. Waveforms were isolated into 10 

single stride waveforms and time normalized from 0-100%. This resulted in 230 isolated and 

normalized waveforms representative of both pre and post training, totalling 460 waveforms for 

each joint measure (trunk angle (deg), n=230 pre, n=230 post • hip angle (deg), n=230 pre, 

n=230 post • knee angles (deg), n=230 pre, n=230 post • hip angular velocity (deg/s), n=230 pre, 

n=230 post • and knee angular velocity (deg/s), n=230 pre, n=230 post). The 10 isolated 

waveforms for each participants’ joint measure data pre-post training were then averaged into 

single waveforms (trunk angle (deg), n=23 pre, n=23 post • hip angle (deg), n=23 pre, n=23 post 

• knee angles (deg), n=23 pre, n=23 post • hip angular velocity (deg/s), n=23 pre, n=23 post • and 

knee angular velocity (deg/s), n=23 pre, n=23 post) and imported into MATLAB (version 

R2012a, MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) for PCA. Graphs were generated for average pre-

training, average post-training, and average pre/post-training waveforms for each joint measure. 
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Pre and post-training waveform data were combined into a single matrix for each PCA 

for a comparative analysis, therefore datasets were doubled in size to include the pre-post 

training kinematic data of each participant. PCAs were completed for trunk, hip, and knee angles 

(deg), and for hip and knee angular velocities (deg/s), totalling 5 PCAs. Normalized waveform 

data were entered into an n X p matrix (X), where n was defined as the number of participants 

(n=46 [pre n=23 + post n=23]), and p was defined as the number of samples within the 

waveform (p=101). Covariances within matrix X were calculated to express variances. 

Orthogonal decomposition was conducted on the matrix of variances to determine eigenvectors 

and eigenvalues. Eigenvectors or loading vectors are waveforms themselves; they determine the 

shape of the principal component (PC) waveform and contribute to the identification of 

waveform characteristics. Eigenvalues are a measure of the variation associated with each PC 

and are arranged in decreasing order of the percent of total variance that they explain (Jackson, 

1991). Common practice within the literature identifies selecting the number of PCs required to 

explain 90-95% of the total variance (Robertson et al., 2013). For each PC, principal component 

scores (PC scores) were determined using the original waveform data for each participant to 

measure the degree of correspondence between the shape of the waveform and each PC (Deluzio 

& Astephen, 2005). PC scores were further analyzed for statistical analysis. 

3.2.4 Single Component Reconstruction 

Single component reconstruction (SCR) was conducted to facilitate visual interpretation 

of each PC waveform feature. The variance within a PC was isolated and reconstructed to 

determine a lower waveform describing the scalar weight factor for the 5th percentile of PC 

scores and an upper waveform describing the scalar weight factor for the 95th percentile of PC 

scores. Equation (1) highlights how SCR waveforms were constructed to describe the scalar 

weight factor for the 5th percentile and 95th percentile of PC scores. 𝑋�̂� and 𝑋�̂� describe the upper 

and lower waveforms. �̅� describes the mean waveform, which is added to the PC loading vector 

(identified by 𝑈𝑅), and multiplied by the scalar weight factors of the 5th and 95th percentiles 

identified as 𝑍5𝑖 and 𝑍95𝑖.  
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(1) 

𝑋�̂� = �̅� + 𝑈𝑅 ∗ 𝑍5𝑖 

𝑋𝐿  ̂ = �̅� + 𝑈𝑅 ∗ 𝑍95𝑖 

Waveform graphs were then generated for the first three single component 

reconstructions for each joint measure. The characteristics of these waveforms were then visually 

compared to the PC loading vector to interpret the differences between the 5th and 95th percentile 

waveforms. Waveforms were interpreted by comparing differences based upon three features: (i) 

magnitude features, (ii) phase shift features, and (iii) difference features. 

3.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

Eigenvalues generated from each PCA were extracted and ordered based on the 

percentage of total variance explained to determine the influence of each PC when comparing 

pre-post training kinematic differences. Chi-Squared normality tests were completed for each 

pre-post training average joint waveform to test for normal distribution. For each joint measure, 

two-tailed, statistical parametric mapping t-tests were completed for average pre-training and 

post-training waveforms to determine statistically significant magnitude differences relative to 

the percentage of the stride cycle. PC scores generated from each PCA were extracted. Means 

(M) and standard deviations (SD±) of PC scores for each joint measure pre-post training were 

calculated. Paired two-tailed t-tests were conducted using average PC scores from pre-post 

training for the first three PCAs of each joint measure to determine statistically significant 

differences in additional waveform features (i.e. phase shift and difference features). Statistical 

significance was set at p<0.05. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 

A secondary data analysis was completed on a kinematic dataset representative of 10 

continuous skating strides obtained from 23 participants pre-post a training intervention. Stride 

data was isolated into single stride waveforms, time normalized, and averaged, totalling 23 pre-

training and 23 post-training waveforms for each joint measure. Separate PCAs conducted for 

the five selected joint measures: trunk angle (deg), hip angle (deg), knee angle (deg), hip angular 

velocity (deg/s), and knee angular velocity (deg/s), resulted in 3-6 principal components, 

explained variances, and datasets of PC scores.  

Table 2 summarizes the number of principal components and their respective explained 

variances associated with each joint measurement, as well as the total variance explained for the 

sum of principal components. The number of retained principal components for each joint 

measure was selected based upon the criteria of explaining 90-95% total variance. The number 

of principal components and explained variances for each joint measure range from 3-6 PCs and 

90.14%-95.45% explained variance respectively.  

Table 2  

Number of Principal Components for Each Joint Measure and Total Variance Explained 

Joint Measure Principal 

Component 

Number 

Explained 

Variance (%) 

Total Variance Explained 

(%) 

Trunk Angle (deg) 1 87.15 95.45 

 2 4.56     
 

 3 3.74  

Hip Angle (deg) 1 

2 

3 

41.71 

35.77 

12.66 

90.14 

  
 

Knee Angle (deg) 1 46.49 92.36 

 2 

3 

27.59 

13.43 
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4 4.85 

Hip Angular Velocity (deg/s) 1 44.85 90.84 

 2 22.01  

 3 9.50  

 4 

5 

6 

5.45 

5.01 

4.02 

 

Knee Angular Velocity (deg/s) 1 47.94 90.51 

 2 20.19  

 3 8.53  

 4 

5 

6 

5.53 

4.95 

3.37 

 

For the purpose of analysis, only the first three principal components of each joint 

measure were analysed to limit the redundancy of principal components with relatively marginal 

explained variances. Waveforms for each joint measure met normal distribution criteria for the 

Chi-Squared normality tests (Appendix A). Means (M), standard deviations (±SD), and two-

tailed, paired t-test results for each joint measure’s first three principal components were 

calculated and reported in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Means, Standard Deviations, and Two-tailed Paired t-test Results for the First Three Principal 

Components for Each Joint Measure Pre-post Training 

 

Joint Measure Principal 

Component 

Number 

Pre-Trained 

Group PC Score 

Post-Trained 

Group PC Score  

P Value  

  Mean ± SD Mean ± SD  

Trunk Angle (deg) 1 18.34 ± 47.82 -18.34 ± 46.27 0.0079* 
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 2 1.61 ± 47.82 -1.61 ± 46.26 0.32 

 3 1.82 ± 10.43 -1.82 ± 10.16 0.25 

Hip Angle (deg) 1 -7.77 ± 67.16 7.77 ± 105.87 0.48 

2 -9.50 ± 78.13 9.50 ± 85.45 0.42 

3 7.58 ± 55.39 -7.58 ± 40.32 0.32 

Knee Angle (deg) 1 -1.98 ± 77.10 1.98 ± 100.40 0.88 

 2 10.18 ± 61.02 -10.18 ± 74.73 0.30 

 3 11.79 ± 56.24 -11.79 ± 34.51 0.07 

Hip Angular 

Velocity (deg/s) 

1 -60.16 ± 1233.48 60.16 ± 1425.10 0.75 

2 17.46 ± 975. 46 -17.46 ± 891.10 0.91 

3 105.61 ± 436.34 -105.61 ± 735.72 0.32 

Knee Angular 

Velocity (deg/s) 

1 -79.72 ± 1245.93 79.72 ± 1478.54 0.69 

2 92.53 ± 938.26 -92.53 ± 826.04 0.55 

3 66.54 ± 460.46 -66.54 ± 668.11 0.46 

Note. * Indicates significant difference (p<0.05). 

The following is a description of the first three principal components of each joint 

measure. Each principal component describes a specific waveform characteristic used to 

differentiate biomechanical skating patterns pre-post training. Single component reconstruction 

interpretations, statistical parametric mapping, and paired t-test results provided statistical 

significance testing to determine if principal component waveform features were statistically 

significant across pre-post training. 

4.1 Trunk Angle  

Pre-training, post-training, and pre/post mean trunk angle waveforms are illustrated in 

Figure 2. Trunk angle measurements represented the internal angle between the shoulder (distal) 

and hip (proximal) vectors relative to an arbitrary vector at the horizontal of the hip marker, 

therefore, trunk extension is demonstrated through an increasing value in trunk angle and trunk 

flexion is demonstrated through a decreasing value in trunk angle. PC1 (87.15%) loading vector 

and single component reconstruction (Figure 3a-b) suggested a magnitude feature, where a high 
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(5th percentile) PC score corresponded with less trunk extension and a low (95th percentile) PC 

score corresponded with an increase in trunk extension throughout the stride cycle. The contrast 

in waveform magnitudes suggested that lower PC scores were associated with a more upright 

posture throughout the stride cycle. Statistical parametric mapping revealed a significant 

difference in trunk flexion/extension magnitude throughout the early glide phase to propulsion 

onset ([p=0.0023] ~0-20%) and from late propulsion to weight acceptance ([p=0.0001] ~40-

80%) (Figure 4). These results indicate that post-training waveforms demonstrated significantly 

greater trunk extension through the specific stride cycle percentages compared to pre-training 

waveforms. Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted on pre-post training PC scores for PC1 

revealed a significant difference in trunk angle PC1 score means (p<0.0079). 

PC2 (4.56%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 3c-d) suggested 

a phase shift feature. The contrast in waveform magnitudes suggested that higher PC2 scores 

were associated with reaching peak trunk flexion and extension earlier throughout both the 

propulsion and recovery phases, consequently shifting transitions of trunk flexion/extension 

earlier in the cycle. Furthermore, higher PC2 scores were also associated with less variability in 

trunk flexion/extension relative to the mean angle, suggesting that PC2 speaks to a combination 

of phase shift and magnitude variability features. Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted on 

pre-post training PC scores for PC2 did not reveal a significant difference in trunk angle PC2 

score means (p>0.05). 

PC3 (3.74%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 3e-f) suggested 

a difference feature from propulsion onset to the first quarter of the recovery phase (20-80%) of 

the stride cycle. Specifically, PC3 captured a difference feature at ~35% and ~75% of the stride 

cycle where high and low PC scores were associated with a similar peak magnitude at 35% and a 

large relative peak magnitude difference at ~75%. High PC3 scores were associated with an 

increase in relative magnitude of trunk flexion at 75% of the stride cycle compared to 

participants with low PC3 scores. These results suggested that high PC3 scores were associated 

with demonstrating an increase in trunk flexion towards the latter portion of the recovery phase, 

leading into weight acceptance. Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted on pre-post training 

PC scores for PC3 did not reveal a significant difference in trunk angle PC3 score means 

(p>0.05). 
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Figure 2  

Pre-training (red), Post-training (blue), and Average (black), Trunk Angle (deg) Waveforms 

From 0-100% of a Stride Cycle 
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Figure 3  

Principal Component Loading Vectors of the First Three (a,c,e) Trunk Angle (deg) Principal 

Components and Respective Single Component Reconstructions (b,d,f) of the 5th (red), Average 

(black), and 95th Percentiles (blue) 
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Figure 4  

(a) Mean and Standard Deviation Trunk Angle Pre-training (red) and Post-training (black) 

Waveforms. (b) Statistical Parametric Mapping of Statistical Significance Across Pre-Post 

Training Trunk Angle Waveform Magnitudes  

 

4.2 Hip Angle  

Pre-training, post-training, and pre/post mean hip angle waveforms are illustrated in 

Figure 5. Hip angle measurements represented the internal angle between the shoulder-hip 

vectors and hip-knee vectors, therefore, hip extension is demonstrated through an increasing 

value in hip angle and hip flexion is demonstrated through a decreasing value in hip angle. 

Maximal hip extension is considered to be 180 degrees. PC1 (41.71%) loading vector and single 

component reconstruction (Figure 6a-b) suggested a magnitude feature where a low PC1 score 

corresponded with less hip extension and a high PC score corresponded with an increase in hip 

extension. The contrast in waveform magnitudes suggested that from early propulsion to late 

recovery (~30-70%) high PC scores were associated with a larger magnitude of hip extension 

and a similar magnitude of hip flexion, suggesting participants with high PC1 scores 

demonstrated a greater overall range of motion. Statistical parametric mapping did not reveal a 

significant difference in hip flexion/extension magnitudes between pre-post training waveforms 

throughout the skating stride cycle (p>0.05) (Figure 7). Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted 

on pre-post training PC scores for PC1 did not reveal a significant difference in hip angle PC1 

score means (p>0.05). 

(a) (b) 
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PC2 (35.77%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 6c-d) 

suggested a phase shift feature. A high PC score was associated with an earlier onset hip 

extension and peak hip extension at approximately 40% of the stride cycle compared to low PC 

scores that achieved peak hip extension at approximately 55% of the stride cycle. This phase 

shift suggested that participants with high PC scores completed the propulsion phase earlier in 

the stride cycle. The second phase shift occurred during the recovery phase (~55-85%). High PC 

scores were associated with achieving peak hip flexion earlier, consequently returning to weight 

acceptance earlier in the stride cycle. Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted on pre-post 

training PC scores for PC2 did not reveal a significant difference in hip angle PC2 score means 

(p>0.05). 

PC3 (12.66%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 6e-f) 

suggested a difference feature from the mid glide phase to late propulsion (~10-40%). 

Specifically, high and low PC3 scores were associated with similar hip extension magnitudes at 

~25%, however, high PC3 scores were associated with relatively less hip flexion at ~75% of the 

stride cycle. This suggested a longer delay in hip extension through propulsion for participants 

with high PC3 scores. Consequently, following toe-off, hip flexion during recovery also 

demonstrated a longer delay when approaching weight acceptance. These results suggested 

participants with high PC scores demonstrated a similar magnitude of hip extension through 

propulsion and less hip flexion during recovery, possibly due to a slower stride. Two-tailed 

paired t-test results conducted on pre-post training PC scores for PC3 did not reveal a significant 

difference in trunk angle PC3 score means (p>0.05). 
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Figure 5  

Pre-training (red), Post-training (blue), and Average (black), Hip Angle (deg) Waveforms From 

0-100% of a Stride Cycle 
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Figure 6  

Principal Component Loading Vectors of the First Three (a,c,e) Hip Angle (deg) Principal 

Components and Respective Single Component Reconstructions (b,d,f) of the 5th (red), Average 

(black), and 95th Percentiles (blue) 
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Figure 7  

(a) Mean and Standard Deviation Hip Angle (deg) Pre-training (red) and Post-training (black) 

Waveforms. (b) Statistical Parametric Mapping of Statistical Significance Across Pre-Post 

Training Hip Angle (deg) Waveform Magnitudes 

 

4.3 Knee Angle  

Pre-training, post-training, and pre/post mean knee angle waveforms are illustrated in 

Figure 8. Knee angle measurements represented the internal angle between the hip-knee vectors 

and knee-ankle vectors, therefore, therefore knee extension is demonstrated through an 

increasing value in knee angle and knee flexion is demonstrated through a decreasing value in 

knee angle. Maximal knee extension is considered to be 180 degrees. PC1 (46.49%) loading 

vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 9a-b) suggested a magnitude feature, where 

a high PC score corresponded with greater knee extension during the propulsion phase and 

greater knee flexion during the recovery phase. The contrast in waveform magnitudes suggested 

that high PC scores were associated with a larger magnitude of knee extension during toe-off 

(~50%) and a larger magnitude of knee flexion during weight acceptance (~80%). These results 

suggested that participants with high PC1 scores demonstrated a longer stride through the 

propulsion phase (~20-50%) and a more flexed position through weight acceptance and the later 

glide phase (~80- 95%) to provide greater muscular loading for the subsequent stride. Statistical 

parametric mapping (Figure 10) did not reveal a significant difference in knee flexion/extension 

magnitudes between pre-post training waveforms throughout the skating stride cycle (p>0.05). 

(a) (b) 
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Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted on pre and post-training PC scores for PC1 did not 

reveal a significant difference. 

PC2 (27.59%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (9c-d) suggested a 

phase shift feature. The contrast in waveform features highlighted that a high PC score was 

associated with earlier onset knee extension during propulsion achieving peak knee flexion at 

~48% of the stride cycle compared to ~53% for low PC scores. Furthermore, high PC scores 

were associated with earlier peak knee flexion during recovery (~82% stride cycle) compared to 

low PC scores (~88% stride cycle). This phase shift suggested that participants with high PC 

scores completed the propulsion and recovery phases earlier in the stride cycle, thus 

demonstrating a faster time to peak extension and return to weight acceptance. Two-tailed paired 

t-test results conducted on pre-post training PC scores for PC2 did not reveal a significant 

difference in knee angle PC2 score means (p>0.05). 

PC3 (13.43%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 9e-f) 

suggested a difference feature from the mid glide phase to late propulsion (20%-45%) and from 

early recovery to mid terminal glide (~60-90%). PC3 captured a difference feature at ~35% and 

~80% of the stride cycle where high and low PC scores were associated with a similar peak knee 

angle magnitude at 35% and a relative magnitude difference at ~80%. High PC3 scores were 

associated with less magnitude of knee flexion at 80% of the stride cycle compared to low PC3 

scores. Following toe-off, low PC scores were associated with initiating knee flexion earlier in 

the stride and at a larger magnitude compared to high PC scores. These results suggested that (1) 

participants with high PC scores demonstrated relatively less knee flexion during recovery and 

(2) took a larger percentage of the stride to achieve peak knee extension and hip flexion. Two-

tailed paired t-test results conducted on pre-post training PC scores for PC3 did not reveal a 

significant difference in knee angle PC3 score means (p>0.05). 
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Figure 8  

Pre-training (red), Post-training (blue), and Average (black), Knee Angle (deg) Waveforms 

From 0-100% of a Stride Cycle 
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Figure 9  

Principal Component Loading Vectors of the First Three (a,c,e) Knee Angle (deg) Principal 

Components and Respective Single Component Reconstructions (b,d,f) of the 5th (red), Average 

(black), and 95th Percentiles (blue) 
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Figure 10  

(a)Mean and Standard Deviation Knee Angle (deg) Pre-training (red) and Post-training (black) 

Waveforms. (b) Statistical Parametric Mapping of Statistical Significance Across Pre-Post 

Training Knee Angle (deg) Waveform Magnitudes 

 

4.4 Hip Angular Velocity 

Pre-training, post-training, and pre/post mean hip angular velocity (deg/s) waveforms are 

illustrated in Figure 11. Hip angular velocity measurements represented the change in degree of 

hip flexion/extension over time (deg/s), therefore, hip extension angular velocity is demonstrated 

through an increasing value in hip angular velocity and hip flexion angular velocity is 

demonstrated through a decreasing value in hip angular velocity. PC1 (44.85%) loading vector 

and single component reconstruction (Figure 12a-b) suggested a magnitude feature, where a high 

PC score corresponded with greater hip extension and flexion angular velocities.  High PC scores 

were associated with greater magnitudes of hip extension angular velocity during the propulsion 

phase (~20-50% of the stride cycle) and peak extension angular velocities following toe-off. 

High PC scores were also associated with greater hip flexion angular velocity during the 

recovery phase (~50-80% of the stride cycle) and peak angular velocity during weight 

acceptance. Statistical parametric mapping (Figure 13) did not reveal a significant difference in 

hip flexion/extension angular velocities between pre-post training waveforms throughout the 

skating stride cycle (p>0.05). Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted on pre and post-training 

PC scores for PC1 did not reveal a significant difference in hip angular velocity PC1 score means 

(p>0.05). 

(a) (b) 
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PC2 (22.01%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (12c-d) suggested a 

phase shift feature. A high PC score was associated with later onset transitions at ~30%, 50%, 

and 80% of the stride cycle respectively. Contrasts in the waveform feature at ~30% suggested 

that low PC scores were associated with an earlier shift of hip flexion angular velocity to hip 

extension angular velocity at propulsion onset when compared to high PC scores. Furthermore, 

the transitions of extension to flexion angular velocity following toe off (~50% stride cycle), and 

flexion to extension angular velocity following weight acceptance (~85% stride cycle) occurred 

earlier in the stride cycle in low PC scores. This phase shift suggested that participants with high 

PC scores demonstrated a slower stride frequency by means of longer transition periods. 

Specifically, participants with high PC scores demonstrated a later shift in angular velocity 

timing because of longer transition periods where the hip was fully extended or flexed for longer 

periods before transitioning to the subsequent phase. Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted 

on pre-post-training PC scores for PC2 did not reveal a significant difference in hip angular 

velocity PC2 score means (p>0.05). 

PC3 (9.50%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 12e-f) 

suggested a difference feature from ~0-20%, 60-75%, and 75-100% of the stride cycle. During 

the glide phase leading into propulsion onset (~0-20%), high PC scores were associated with a 

slower initial hip extension angular velocity but demonstrated faster hip flexion angular 

velocities during propulsion onset. From the late propulsion to late recovery phase (~50-75%), 

higher PC scores were associated with slower hip extension angular velocities with an extended 

transition period leading into the recovery phase. Through the end of the recovery phase (60-

75%) leading into weight acceptance and the terminal glide phase (80-100%), participants with 

high PC scores demonstrated opposing angular velocities to participants with low PC scores, 

likely due to the phase shift in timing caused by the extended transition period. Two-tailed paired 

t-test results conducted on pre-post-training PC scores for PC3 did not reveal a significant 

difference in hip angular velocity PC3 score means (p>0.05). 
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Figure 11 

Pre-training (red), Post-training (blue), and Average (black), Hip Angular Velocity (deg/s) 

Waveforms From 0-100% of a Stride Cycle 
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Figure 12  

Principal Component Loading Vectors of the First Three (a,c,e) Hip Angular Velocity (deg/s) 

Principal Components and Respective Single Component Reconstructions (b,d,f) of the 5th (red), 

Average (black), and 95th Percentiles (blue) 
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Figure 13 

(a) Mean and Standard Deviation Hip Angular Velocity (deg/s) Pre-training (red) and Post-

training (black) Waveforms. (b) Statistical Parametric Mapping of Statistical Significance 

Across Pre-Post Training Hip Angular Velocity (deg/s) Waveform Magnitudes 

 

4.5 Knee Angular Velocity  

Pre-training, post-training, and pre/post mean knee angular velocity waveforms are 

provided in Figure 14. Knee angular velocity measurements represented the change in degree of 

knee flexion/extension over time (deg/s), therefore, knee extension angular velocity is 

demonstrated through an increasing value in knee angular velocity and knee flexion angular 

velocity is demonstrated through a decreasing value in knee angular velocity. PC1 (47.94%) 

loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 15a-b) suggested a magnitude 

feature where high PC scores corresponded to faster knee extension and flexion angular 

velocities. The contrast in waveform magnitudes suggested that at approximately 40%, 65%, and 

95% the stride cycle, high PC scores were associated with greater magnitudes of knee extension 

and flexion angular velocities respectively. Participants with high PC scores demonstrated faster 

peak knee extension angular velocities during the late propulsion phase (40-45%), faster peak 

knee flexion angular velocities during the early recovery phase (60-65%), and larger magnitude 

of knee extension angular velocities during the terminal glide phase (90-100%) compared to 

participants with low PC scores. Statistical parametric mapping (Figure 16) did not reveal a 

significant difference in knee flexion/extension angular velocities between pre-post training 

waveforms throughout the skating stride cycle (p>0.05).  

(a) (b) 
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PC2 (20.19%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (15c-d) suggested a 

phase shift feature. High PC scores were associated with later onset transitions at ~25%, ~60%, 

and 85% of the stride cycle respectively. Contrasts in the waveform feature at 25% suggested 

that low PC scores were associated with an earlier shift of knee flexion angular velocity to knee 

extension angular velocity at propulsion onset when compared to high PC scores. Similarly, low 

PC scores were associated with reaching peak knee flexion velocity earlier (~60%) in the 

recovery phase compared to high PC scores (~80%). This phase shift suggested that following a 

transition from flexion to extension and vice versa, participants with high PC scores 

demonstrated a slower stride frequency by means of longer transition periods. Two-tailed paired 

t-test results conducted on pre-post training PC scores for PC2 did not reveal a significant 

difference in knee angular velocity PC2 score means (p>0.05). 

PC3 (8.53%) loading vector and single component reconstruction (Figure 15e-f) suggested 

a difference feature from ~40-65% and ~80-90% of the stride cycle. During the late propulsion 

and mid recovery phases (~40-65%) high and low PC scores were associated with similar knee 

extension angular velocities, however, high PC scores corresponded to faster angular velocities 

later in the recovery phase. During the early terminal glide phase (~80%-95%) higher PC scores 

were associated with a greater difference between knee flexion and extension angular velocities 

suggesting that following weight acceptance, post-trained skaters will flex and extend their knees 

at faster speeds when preparing for the subsequent stride. Therefore, PC3 suggested that post-

trained skaters demonstrated faster recovery following weight acceptance and loading leading 

into the subsequent stride. Two-tailed paired t-test results conducted on pre-post-training PC 

scores for PC3 did not reveal a significant difference in knee angular velocity PC3 score means 

(p>0.05). 
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Figure 14  

Pre-training (red), Post-training (blue), and Average (black), Knee Angular Velocity (deg/s) 

Waveforms from 0-100% of a Stride Cycle 
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Figure 15  

Principal Component Loading Vectors of the First Three (a,c,e) Knee Angular Velocity (deg/s) 

Principal Components and Respective Single Component Reconstructions (b,d,f) of the 5th (red), 

Average (black), and 95th Percentiles (blue) 
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Figure 16  

(a) Mean and Standard Deviation Hip Angular Velocity (deg/s) Pre-training (red) and Post-

training (black) Waveforms. (b) Statistical Parametric Mapping of Statistical Significance 

Across Pre-Post Training Hip Angular Velocity (deg/s) Waveform Magnitudes 

 
 

Although not captured by PCA, its is worth noting the difference in joint segment 

acceleration throughout the propulsion and recovery phases. Figure 11 and Figure 14 illustrate 

velocity/percent stride graphs, where the slope of each waveform would indicate the acceleration 

of flexion/extension of the joint segment (deg/s2). The hip angular velocity waveform (Figure 11) 

illustrates that post-training waveforms were associated with steeper acceleration slopes, 

indicating faster joint extension acceleration from propulsion onset (~20%) to peak extension 

angular velocity(~40%). A similar pattern appears from peak extension angular velocity (~45%) 

to peak flexion angular velocity (~55%) whereby post-training waveform slopes appear steeper 

suggesting faster joint flexion acceleration. Within the recovery phase of the knee angular 

velocity waveform (Figure 13), the slope of the post-training angular velocity of waveform also 

appeared to be steeper, suggesting that the post-training group demonstrated faster knee flexion 

acceleration through the recovery phase.  

  

(a) (b) 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 

Traditionally, skating mechanics have been investigated by collecting discrete data 

associated with predetermined event points and as such, outcome data may not provide a 

comprehensive understanding of the entire stride cycle. The focus of this study was to implement 

a novel analytical approach creating joint angle waveforms representative of the entire stride 

cycle and conduct a comparison to gain further understanding of biomechanical adaptations as a 

result of a skate treadmill training intervention. PCA was implemented as a data reduction 

technique to analyze independent features of joint angle waveform data pre-post training. SCR 

was implemented to provide a visual representation of the 5th and 95th percentile joint angle and 

angular velocity waveforms to interpret magnitude, phase shift, and difference features pre-post 

training. SPM was then implemented to statistically analyze pre-post joint kinematic waveform 

data throughout the entire stride cycle.  

Trunk 

A significant difference in trunk angle was revealed between groups, specifically trunk 

angle magnitude within the stride cycle domains of glide to propulsion onset (~0-20%) and late 

propulsion to weight acceptance (40-80%). Therefore, we can reject the null hypothesis that 

significant differences in trunk angle (deg) phasic waveforms pre-post training occurred. These 

findings provide evidence to suggest that post treadmill training, skaters were more upright 

through both the propulsion and weight acceptance phases of the stride. Comparably, no other 

research has performed PCA on trunk angle during a forward skating stride, however previous 

studies have focused on both trunk angle and variation, defined as trunk sway, as fundamental in 

describing posture during a stride in youth skaters (McPherson et al., 2004; Lockwood and Frost, 

2007). Results of the present investigation are consistent with Lockwood and Frost (2007) 

suggesting that more upright posture is developed with training. 

Post-training, trunk angle variation or trunk anterior/posterior sway decreased. Although 

there are no comparative training studies, findings from McPherson et al. (2004) revealed similar 

biomechanical patterns, such that developmental aged (10 years) skaters demonstrated 13 

degrees of change in forward lean angle at toe-off from the 1st to 5th strides during accelerative 

skating tasks. Thus, skaters were able to achieve less trunk sway and a more upright posture over 
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time. Within the present investigation, post-training waveform trunk angle magnitudes 

demonstrated less variability compared to pre-training, and peaks of the 95th percentile 

waveforms were reached approximately 10% faster than 5th percentile waveforms. Therefore, 

faster progression of the trunk angle through the stride cycle may be a result of improved 

efficiency, where less variation in posture or sway reduced the amount of time and energy 

required to move through a larger range of motion. It may be assumed that during steady state 

skating velocities, training athletes to demonstrate more upright and consistent posture is a 

favourable mechanical attribute to improve upper body skating mechanics.  

Hip 

Post-training waveforms illustrated an increase in hip extension angles and angular 

velocities through the propulsion phase (~20-50%) and an increase in hip flexion angles and 

angular velocities throughout the recovery phase (~50-80%). Although differences were seen, 

these findings did not reach statistical significance; therefore, we can accept the second null 

hypothesis stating, no significant differences in hip angle (deg) and angular velocity (deg/s) 

phasic waveforms pre-post training occurred. A previous study comparing joint kinematics of 

high and low calibre skaters also revealed non-significant differences in hip angle at weight 

acceptance and propulsion, however, hip flexion angular velocities during weight acceptance 

were significantly faster in high calibre skaters (Upjohn et al., 2008). In contrast, a PCA 

conducted on skating kinematics of high and low calibre skaters suggested that high calibre 

skaters demonstrated an increase in hip flexion throughout the skating stride and demonstrated 

faster hip flexion during recovery (Robbins et al., 2018). Along with previous research, 

kinematic patterns from the current study suggested that more efficient skaters utilized a greater 

joint range of motion to improve muscular loading during propulsion onset, lengthening the 

stride following toe-off, and increasing the rate of hip flexion during recovery. 

Post-training waveforms also highlight changes in hip angle and angular velocities that 

speak to a greater stretch-reflex during propulsion and recovery phases, respectively. Following 

toe-off, post-training waveforms demonstrated further increase in hip extension magnitudes 

compared to pre-training waveforms. This pattern suggested that post-training, participants 

lengthened their skating stride through a longer, more deliberate push during the propulsion 
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phase, thus increasing stride length. Furthermore, an increase in hip extension following toe-off 

positively influenced the stretch-reflex of the hip flexor muscle group, resulting in faster hip 

flexion angular velocities through the recovery phase of the stride cycle. These findings coincide 

with previous research highlighting that more efficient skaters demonstrate a longer stride length 

and a slower stride frequency when skating at the same speed (Lockwood and Frost, 2007; 

Upjohn et al., 2008). 

Knee  

Post-training knee angle waveforms illustrated an increase in knee flexion during the 

initial glide and propulsion onset phase (0-20%), an increase in extension during toe-off (~50%), 

and an increase in flexion during the weight acceptance phase (50-80%). Post-training knee 

angular velocity waveforms suggested that knee extension angular velocities during propulsion, 

and flexion angular velocities during recovery were faster than pre-training. Although 

differences were seen, these findings did not reach statistical significance; therefore, we can 

accept the third null hypothesis stating no significant differences in knee angle (deg) and angular 

velocity (deg/s) phasic waveforms pre-post training occurred. A previous study found that knee 

flexion angles during weight acceptance and knee extension angular velocities during propulsion 

were significantly greater in high calibre skaters (Upjohn et al., 2008). Also, when comparing 

high and low calibre skaters, Robbins et al. (2018) suggested that high calibre skaters 

demonstrated greater knee extension at propulsion. Though non-significant, findings from the 

current investigation suggested similar biomechanical patterns pre-post trained skaters. An 

increase in knee flexion during the initial glide phase provides a greater potential for muscular 

loading and subsequent force production during the propulsion phase. Furthermore, similar to the 

hip, knee extension during propulsion and following toe-off positively influenced the stretch-

reflex of the knee flexor muscle group, resulting in faster knee flexion angular velocities through 

the recovery phase of the stride cycle.  

Explained Variances of Joint Measures  

PCA highlighted the influence of certain stride features over others when observing 

differences in skating kinematics, namely magnitude, phase shift, and difference features. 
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Explained variances of hip angle (41.71%) and angular velocity (44.85%) magnitude features 

explained the majority of variance pre-post training skating kinematics. Similarly, Robbins et al. 

(2018) revealed that magnitude features of the hip predominantly explained 53.3% of the total 

variance between full skating strides of high and low calibre skaters. In addition, knee angle 

(46.49%) and knee angular velocity (47.94%) magnitude features spoke to the most variance pre-

post training, following a similar pattern in knee angle (62.5%) magnitude features revealed by 

Robbins et al. (2018). This pattern suggested that the primary adaptation in skating mechanics 

pre-post training in youth skaters is a function of joint angle and angular velocity magnitudes. 

Furthermore, PCA revealed that the differences between explained variances of the first three 

PCs in hip and knee angles were closer in value compared to the first three PCs for adult skaters 

revealed by Robbins et al. (2018). This pattern may be due to a less controlled or developed 

skating stride in youth skaters, causing phase shift and difference features to be more prominent 

when differentiating between skating mechanics of adult and youth skaters.  

Summary 

Implementing PCA, SCR, and SPM as alternative methods of analyzing stride mechanics 

provided additional information based on three aspects. First, these methods highlighted 

significant differences between pre-post training skating mechanics throughout specific stride 

cycle percentages. Specifically, post-trained skaters demonstrated a more upright posture from 0-

20% and 40-80% of the stride cycle. Second, these methods highlighted that joint angle and 

angular velocity magnitudes spoke to the most variance between pre-post training kinematics 

compared to phase shift and difference features. Lastly, these methods highlighted the temporal 

aspect of differences in skating mechanics pre-post training through phase shift features. 

Specifically, post-training joint measures demonstrated a later phase shift in the stride cycle as a 

result of a longer and slower stride. The similarities between results of the current investigation 

and the results of Robbins et al. (2018) suggest that data provided by markerless motion capture 

may provide an adequade alternative data collection methodology to produce similar data to that 

of the gold standard 3D marker motion capture  

5.1 Limitations 

The following are limitations of the secondary data analysis conducted: 
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1. The analysis was limited to a sample size of 23, male youth (U-11) hockey players, 

currently playing the position of forward or defence. Results from this study may not be 

generalizable across other ages, gender, and/or position.  

 

2. The analysis utilized data collected via two-dimensional marker-less motion capture. A 

limitation of the data collection system was the estimation of the location of body joint 

centers and segment vector locations to the nearest degree using pre-existing AI 

knowledge of skating patterns. This method does not provide as much accuracy as a 

three-dimensional motion capture system using joint markers, therefore there is less 

confidence reporting angle and angular velocity data to the nearest decimal point.   

 

3. The analysis was limited to sagittal left leg data. Data interpretation assumed anatomical 

and biomechanical symmetry between left and right legs.  

 

4. The analysis was limited to data collected on a skating treadmill, therefore may not be 

generalizable to skating mechanics on ice. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 

The application of PCA, SCR and SPM to a biomechanical dataset of forward skating 

strides provided further insight beyond discrete point analysis. Specifically, PCA and SCR 

highlighted magnitude and temporal biomechanical differences throughout a complete stride 

cycle. To supplement PCA, SPM provided a statistical tool to analyze joint kinematic waveform 

data throughout the entire stride cycle, pre-post a skate treadmill training intervention. Outcomes 

of this investigation augmented our understanding of discrete data points by situating and 

highlighting the sequence and coordination of mechanics contributing to event point data. This 

investigation strengthens our knowledge of an alternative biomechanical application, 

interpretation and analysis process that may be applied to temporal data, like a forward skating 

stride. From a practical perspective, although outcomes from the current study may be useful to 

coaches, it is expected that biomechanists will need to interpret and mobilize this information. 

 

 

 

.   
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APPENDIX A 

 

Chi-Squared Normality Tests for Joint Measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1. Chi-Squared normality 

test for Trunk Angle. 

 

Figure A2. Chi-Squared normality 

test for Hip Angle. 

 

Figure A3. Chi-Squared normality 

test for Knee Angle. 

 

Figure A4. Chi-Squared normality 

test for Hip Angular Velocity. 
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Figure A4. Chi-Squared normality 

test for Hip Angular Velocity. 

 


